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Georgia Correction Layout 
for CRStar 

This CRStar Insight demonstrates the Georgia Modification/Correction Layout for CRStar. 

The GCCR requires that all facilities submit corrections and or modifications to cases that have 
previously been exported to the state. In CRStar, these cases are coded as T (Case has been 
transmitted to State) in the State Report Flag field on the Case Administration screen in the 
abstract. When any changes are made to a record that has already been transmitted to the state 
the software automatically changes the T (Transmitted to State) in the State Report Flag field to a 
C (Correction). This includes all changes and new entries in every data field required by the state. 
Note: This submission replaces the use of GCCR incidental update forms. 

 

 

 

 
Each month when submitting new 
cases to the state, a population of 
correction cases will need to be 
selected as well. 

1. Name the population Label, 
State Correction or similar 

2. Enter a Hospital Number 
3. Choose abstracted cases only 
4. Enter Item Number 200 State 

Report Flag = C 
5. Select 
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6. Go to the Reporting menu, then Data 
Exports, then State Export 

7. Choose the previously selected population 
from the drop down (State Modifications) 

8. Name the filename according to the naming 
convention required by GCCR. See guidelines 
on page 3 of this document. Note: The 
Filename defaults to State Export. Unless the 
filename is changed, each time the user runs 
the export, duplicate files will be created, i.e. 
State Export, State Export (1), State Export 
(2), etc. If the filename is not renamed here, it 
will have to be renamed before submission to 
the state. 

9. Check Update State Report Flag and 
Transmit Date. This will change the C’s back 
to T’s. 

10. Choose Export Type-Corrections 
11. Click Run 

 

A list of the corrected cases will 
automatically be generated on 
screen. The report may be 
printed. 

A txt file will automatically be created and 
downloaded to the computer. 

Note: In Google Chrome the file will then be placed 
automatically in the download folder. 
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G.2 File naming conventions for data sent to the Georgia Comprehensive Cancer Registry 
(GCCR) 

GCCR requires all confidential data be encrypted before electronic transmission. Reporting 
facilities should use the encryption software, “Advanced Encryption Package”, provided by 
GCCR developed by Secure Action (www.secureaction.com). 

 

Submitted files should follow the format: XXXXXXMMMYY_#EXT.txt where, 

XXXXXX  = the 6-digit facility number of the facility submitting the data 

MMM      = the first 3 characters of the month in which the file is submitted 

 YY          = the last 2 digits of the year in which the file is submitted 

 _            = an ‘underscore’ character (hold shift key and press minus sign) 

 #            = the submission number for that month of the same file type  

EXT         = a file extension indicating the type of the data submission (see below)   

.txt          = a text file extension 

 

Re-submitted files due to records rejected during a prior submission should follow the 
format: XXXXXXMMMYY_#EXTR.txt., where the R represents the file is a resubmission.  

Valid file extensions (EXT) for standard monthly submissions include:  

HOS:       Monthly hospital submission   

HOSR:     Monthly hospital resubmission  

MOD:      Monthly submission of Modification/Correction records (this submission replaces 
the use of GCCR incidental update forms). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Support available at www.mycrstar.com 

http://www.secureaction.com/

